Will You Be Found In Time?

The safety of those in your home or business is our number one priority!

The Jefferson County GIS/Addressing Office is working in conjunction with local Emergency Service Agencies to make sure that all buildings are properly labeled with the correct E9-1-1 physical address.

Minutes matter!

In order to avoid delays in emergency service, your structure must be labeled correctly. Remember, those who are responding to your emergency may not know your area. Having the correct address on your structure will help the responder find it faster, which could be instrumental in saving lives or protecting property.
How should your number be displayed?

Your address should be easily visible from the road.

All address numbers should be placed near the main entrance or on the side of the building that faces the street. They should also be mounted on a contrasting background. If your structure is more than 50 feet from the road or is not clearly visible from the road, the number should also be posted at the end of the driveway.

Not sure what your physical address is?

Contact us!
Jefferson County GIS/Addressing Office
116 East Washington Street • Suite 201
Charles Town, WV 25414
Telephone: (304) 724-6759 • FAX: (304) 724-8992
addressing@jeffersoncountywv.org